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EFFECTS OF DISORDER ON THE RAMAN LINE SHAPE IN ZrO2L. A. Falkovsky *Landau Institute for Theoretial Physis119337, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 25 July 2005Experimental data obtained by Lughi and Clarke [5℄ are ompared to the theory desribing disorder e�ets onoptial phonons. Sharpening and vanishing of the asymmetry of the Raman lines after annealing are attributedto a derease in short-range disorder. The parameters of disorder (suh as the phonon�defet oupling and theorrelation length) are de�ned in the omparison.PACS: 63.50.+x, 78.30.-j1. INTRODUCTIONRaman sattering has been used for years to mea-sure the enter-zone phonon frequenies. But it was un-derstood quite reently that studies of the Raman lineshape an also provide widespread information relativeto disorder, for instane, the isotopi ompositions [1℄,the staking faults [2; 3℄, the strain �utuations near in-terfaes [4℄. The phonon sattering proesses by defetsof various types result in inreasing the phonon relax-ation rate and onsequently the Raman line width.A novel �eld of Raman spetrosopy, the trans-formation kinetis, was put forward by Lughi andClarke [5℄. They investigated the phase transforma-tions of yttria-stabilized zironia. Zironia ZnO2 has awide range of appliations, inluding traditional stru-tural refratories, fuel ells, and eletroni devies suhas oxygen sensors. Beause of these tehnologial impli-ations, the haraterization of zironia is of partiularinterest. Zironia has three zero-pressure polymorphs:the high-temperature ubi () phase (stable between2570 K and the melting temperature 2980 K), thetetragonal (t) phase (stable between 1400 and 2570 K),and monolini (m) phase below 1400 K.The unit ell of the  phase ontains one formulaunit. There is only one triply degenerated Raman-ative mode at 640 m�1 [6; 7℄. From the symmetryanalysis, it is suggested [8; 9℄ that the �t transforma-tion of ZnO2 results from a ondensation of the Bril-louin zone boundary phonons. Indeed, it was found in*E-mail: falk�itp.a.ru

the model alulation [10; 11℄ of phonon urves that thephonon frequeny !(X�2 ) of the  phase is lose to zero.The volume of the elementary ell is doubled in the �ttransformation. In the t phase, there are six Raman-ative modes [12; 13℄ (their frequenies are given belowin Table).In paper [5℄, zironia oatings were obtained byeletron-beam evaporation and then annealed. TheX-ray di�ration and Raman spetrosopy measure-ments were performed before and after annealing. Theygive a possibility to ontrol the phase transformation inthe samples. The obtained results are very interestingbeause they demonstrate the giganti e�et of anneal-ing on both the width and asymmetry of the Ramanline.In the present paper, we ompare the results ob-tained in Ref. [5℄ with the theory [14℄ desribing thedisorder e�et on the optial phonons. A sketh of thetheory is presented in Se. 2. The omparison of thetheory with the experiment [5℄ are given in Se. 3. InSe. 4, onluding remarks are summarized.2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND: PHONONELASTIC SCATTERING BY STATICDISORDERThe sattering of phonons by disorder (defets orstrain �utuations) results in the phonon width andshift (see [15℄ for a review). To estimate the e�etof disorder, we an use the quantum mehanial for-12 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 1 177



L. A. Falkovsky ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 1, 2006Final values obtained in �tting for spetra from the samples after annealing at 1200 ÆC (Ann) and as deposited (Asd): theexperimental [13℄ phonon frequeny 
exp, the peak position 
0, the peak position !0 inluding only the homogeneousshift, the total line width �0 (subsript �0� is referred to as the peak position), the natural line width �nat, the lineasymmetry As, the interation parameter A (all in m�1), the defet radius r0=a (dimensionless), the relative intensityI0, and the type of extremumLine 
exp 
0 !0 �0 �nat As A r0=a I0 Extr. type1 Ann 149 148.6 148.6 8.7 8.7 0 0 � 0.215 min1 Asd 151.2 152.0 14.6 8.7 3.1 225 1.60 0.19 min2 Ann 269 264.0 264.0 25.5 25.5 0 0 � 3.32 max2 Asd 250.9 245.0 48.0 25.5 �23:7 225 0.73 2.55 max3 Ann 319 321.0 321.0 26.0 26.0 0 0 � 1.15 max3 Asd 330.4 325.0 45.0 26.0 �18:4 200 0.83 1.10 max4 Ann 461 463.3 463.3 20.0 20.0 0 0 � 1.55 min4 Asd 470.5 472.5 26.5 20.0 5.2 100 1.27 1.45 min5 Ann 602 604.5 604.5 36.0 36.0 0 0 � 3.30 min5 Asd 602.1 605.0 43.3 36.0 5.8 75 0.95 2.30 min6 Ann 648 643.0 643.0 22.0 22.0 0 0 � 6.70 max6 Asd 636.4 633.5 27.2 22.0 �3:9 50 0.95 7.85 maxmula [16℄�(!;q)� �nat // �dXk jv(k� q)j2Æ(!20 � s2k2 � !2); (1)giving the phonon width as a funtion of the frequenyand wave vetor. Here, d is the onentration of de-fets, v(k � q) is the phonon�defet interation, ! isthe phonon frequeny in the initial state, !20 � s2k2 isthe squared phonon frequeny in the �nal state (the�+� sign if the phonon branh has a minimum at !0and the ��� sign if there is a maximum), s is a dis-persion parameter, and Æ(x) is the Dira Æ-funtion,expressing the onservation law in the phonon elas-ti sattering. The summation is performed over thethree-dimensional wave vetor k in the ase of phononsattering by point defets under onsideration.We onsider the short-range defets, with the inter-ation having the form of a Æ-funtion in the real spae.Then, the potential v is independent of the wave ve-tor, i. e., v(k � q) = v0 with a onstant value v0, andthe integration an be done expliitly. For the pho-non-branh minimum, the ontribution of the satter-ing by defets appears only in the region !2 > !20 :�(!) = �nat + d4�!0s3 jv0j2q!2 � !20 : (2)

In the ase of the phonon-branh maximum, we havethe disorder ontribution only if !2 < !20 .Expression (2) has a transparent physial meaning:the phonon elasti sattering from defets produessome phonon width in the frequeny range where theappropriate �nal phonon states our. For instane,in the ase of the minimum of the phonon branh at! = !0, the �nal phonon states our only for ! > !0.Of ourse, this e�et manifests itself as a line asym-metry in the Raman light sattering on phonons. Asa result, the high-frequeny wing of the line dropsmore slowly (than the low-frequeny one) for a phononbranh having the minimum at the enter of the Bril-louin zone.We emphasize that the frequeny dependene ofthe phonon width is determined by the dimensionalityof defets. As we see from Eq. (2), this is a square-root dependene for point defets. In the ase of lin-ear defets, suh as disloations (or the plane defets,e.g., rystallite boundaries or staking faults), we havethe two-dimensional (or one-dimensional) integrationin Eq. (1), whih gives�(!) = �nat + l4!0s2 jv0j2�(!2 � !20) (3)for line defets and�(!) = �nat + p4!0s jv0j2(!2 � !20)�1=2 (4)178



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 1, 2006 E�ets of disorder on the Raman line shape in ZrO2for plane defets, where l and p are onentrationsof line and plane defets, respetively and �(x) is theHeaviside step funtion.The singularities in Eqs. (3) and (4) and a weaksingularity in Eq. (2) arise beause the width of �nalstates was not taken into aount. There is anothershortoming of the simple expressions (1)�(4): they donot desribe the shift of the phonon frequeny due tothe interation with disorder. Therefore, we have touse a more ompliated tehnique of the Green's fun-tions [14℄.The heart of the tehnique is the phonon self-energy�(!) = �dXk jv(k � q)j2
2(!)� s2k2 � i!�(!)� !2 : (5)The real funtions 
(!) and �(!) are now themselvesde�ned by the real and imaginary parts of the self-energy. We obtain them by solving the system of theequations
2(!)�!20�i![�(!)��nat℄�dv(q = 0) = �(!): (6)The last term (named the homogenous shift) in theleft-hand side of Eq. (6) gives the phonon shift due tothe averaged e�et of disorder, whereas the self-energy,Eq. (5), desribes the �utuation e�et of the defets.In addition to the phonon shift (inhomogeneous, de-pending on the frequeny), the self-energy produes aphonon width. We note that if the phonon does notinterat with disorder (v = 0), Eqs. (6) naturally give
(!) = !0 and �(!) = �nat. Next, in the Born approx-imation, Eqs. (5) and (6) give the simple expression,Eq. (1), for phonon damping.In the Raman light sattering, the wave-vetortransfer q � !(i)= is determined by the wave vetor ofinident light, !(i) being the inident light frequeny.In integral (5), the values of k � 1=l = p�!0=s areimportant, where l plays the role of the phonon meanfree path. The dispersion parameter s � 5 � 105 m/sis typially of the order of the sound veloity and thewidth � is of the order of (10�2�10�1)!0. Thus, theondition q � k holds and we an omit q in Eq. (5).To simplify the alulations, we assume that the po-tential funtion v(k) takes a onstant value v0 in theregion k < 1=r0 and is equal to zero for k > 1=r0.Then the parameter r0 gives the size of the region inthe real spae where phonons are sattered by defets.If we onsider phonon sattering by strain �utuations,r0 has the meaning of the orrelation length of these�utuations.The line asymmetry is very sensitive to the relationbetween the parameters r0 and l. The ase where r0 < l

is referred to as the short-range disorder. It is easy toverify that the line asymmetry is muh larger for theshort-range disorder than in the opposite ase. We anrewrite the ondition of the short-range disorder as� r0p�!0a!D < 1 (7)using the estimate of the Debye frequeny !D = �s=a,where a is the lattie onstant.For point defets, the alulation of �(!), Eq. (5),gives�(!) = A �b� (a1 � ia2)�14 ln (b+ a1)2 + a22(b� a1)2 + a22++ i2 artan b+ a1a2 + i2 artan b� a1a2 �� (8)in the ase of the phonon branh maximum and�(!) = A ��b+ (a2 + ia1)�14 ln (b+ a2)2 + a21(b� a2)2 + a21�� i2 artan b+ a2a1 � i2 artan b� a2a1 �� (9)in the ase of the photon branh minimum. Here,a1 =r12[
2(!)� !2 + �(!)℄;a2 =r12[�
2(!) + !2 + �(!)℄;�(!) =p(
2(!)� !2)2 + !2�2(!);b = s=ro; A = dv20=2�2s3:We note that the dimensions are the following: s inm�[!℄, d in m�3, v0 in m3 � [!2℄, and A in [!℄.Solving the system of Eqs. (5) and (6), we �nd thefuntions 
(!) and �(!). We an then alulate (e.g.,see [4℄) the Raman intensityI(!) � 11� exp(�~!=kBT ) �� !�(!)(
2(!)� !2)2 + !2�2(!) : (10)Equation (10) an be applied to the Stokes lines (! > 0)as well as to the anti-Stokes ones (! < 0).If 
(!) = !0 and �(!) = �nat are onstant,Eq. (10) gives the Lorentzian line shape, beause�nat � !0. But, as we have already seen, the non-Lorentzian line shape is obtained if the width �(!) de-pends on !.179 12*



L. A. Falkovsky ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 1, 2006Up to this point, we have onsidered a single phononline. In the general ase, there are several lines withtheir positions 
i(!) and widths �i(!). The orre-sponding terms have to be summed in Eq. (10). Theintervalley terms with vij ould also be written in self-energy (5). These terms are essential when the disorderremoves the degeneration of branhes.3. COMPARISON OF THE THEORY WITHTHE EXPERIMENTAL DATA FORZIRCONIATwo Raman spetra taken from paper [5℄ are shownin Fig. 1. They were reorded from two samples ofyttria-stabilized (8.6 mol.% of YO1:5) zironia: the�rst in the as-deposited ondition (bottom) and theseond (top) annealed at 1200 ÆC. Narrowing and de-rease of the asymmetry of the lines are evident. The�t to the theory, Eqs. (8) and (9), is shown by solidlines; parameters of the �t are listed in the Table. In�tting, we assume that the e�et of disorder on thespetra from the sample after annealing is negligible(A = 0). There is no information about the widthof Raman lines for pure zironia. Therefore, the linewidths for the sample after annealing are referred to asthe natural widths �nat.The broadening �� �nat of the line for the samplein as-deposited onditions is indued by the phonon�di-sorder interation determined by the parameter A. Weassume that the natural width �nat of eah line be-
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1200 ÆC
Raman shift, m�1Fig. 1. Raman spetra (points orrespond to the exper-iment data [5℄, solid lines to the theory) for a samplein as-deposited onditions (bottom) and after anneal-ing for 989 h at 1200ÆC (top)
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Fig. 2. The Raman line 470 m�1 (points orrespondto the experiment data [5℄, solid lines to the theory)from the sample in as-deposited onditions (left panel,bottom) and after annealing for 989 h at 1200 ÆC (leftpanel, top); the peak of the line from the as-depositedsample is marked by the vertial dash-dotted lines. Theasymmetry of the line indiates that the phonon branhhas a minimum. In the right panel, the total width �(!)(top) and the inhomogeneous shift 
(!)�!0 (bottom)are plotted versus the Raman shift for two spetrafore annealing is equal to �nat of the same line afterannealing (see the Table).The line shape of spetra for the sample with dis-order is determined by two fators: (i) the value of theparameter r0 and (ii) the extremum type (minimum ormaximum) of the phonon branh. In Figs. 2 and 3, theresults of �tting are shown in detail. The 470.5 m�1line is shown in Fig. 2, left panel. The high-frequenywing of the line from the as-deposited sample is moregentle. This orresponds to the minimum of the phononbranh. In the right panel, the width �(!) and the in-homogeneous shift 
(!)�!0 are plotted at the top andbottom, respetively, as funtions of the Raman shift!. For the sample after annealing, they are onstant:�(!) = �nat and 
(!) = !0.We see that the width �(!) of the line from the as-deposited sample inreases with the frequeny transferaround the line peak 
0, whih is marked by the dash-dotted vertial line. This resembles the square-root de-pendene in Eq. (2) for the minimum of the phononbranh, and we use Eq. (9) in �tting. At the peak po-sition, the width takes the value �0; this value is givenin Table, it is slightly less than the FWHM (full-widthat half-maximum) beause of the frequeny dependent180
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Raman shift, m�1 Raman shift, m�1Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 2, but for the line 250 m�1.The phonon branh now has the maximumline width funtion �(!).The behavior of the 250 m�1 line (see Fig. 3) fromthe as-deposited sample has the opposite harater: thelow-frequeny wing drops more slowly. Then we useEq. (8) orresponding to the maximum of the phononbranh. The asymmetry parameter As listed in Ta-ble is the di�erene between the right and left wings atthe half-maximum. This parameter takes positive (neg-ative) values for the phonon-branh minimum (max-imum). The asymmetry parameter and the FWHMwere determined for the line extrated from the totalspetra with the help of the �t.Several points an be noted in Table. First, the ra-dius of defets (orrelation radius) is about the valueof the lattie parameter a. This is the ase of a short-range disorder resulting in the evident asymmetry ofthe line shape. Seond, beause of disorder, the lineposition is slightly shifted (by less than 5%), but theline width inreases onsiderably. This an be under-stood with the help of Figs. 2 and 3 (right panels). Thefrequeny dependene of the shift funtion 
(!) � !0has a zero about the line peak, whereas the width fun-tion �(!) takes almost its maximum value.4. DISCUSSIONLughi and Clarke [5℄ explained their results in thefollowing way. The Raman line beomes more sym-metri after annealing. Aording to ondition (7),this means that the orrelation radius of disorder in as-deposited samples must be quite small, of a few lattie

parameters. Therefore, the disorder annot be induedby large-sale strain �utuations, for instane, of therystallite size (about 50 nm).The disorder with a small orrelation length an berealized by Y3+ ions and their assoiated oxygen va-anies. But the onentration of yttria (8.6 mol.%)before and after annealing is the same in the sample.Lughi and Clarke [5℄ proposed a redistribution meh-anism of the Y3+ ions and oxygen vaanies. Theyreasoned that the regions of the  phase beome riher(and the t phase is more pure) in the Y3+ ions and oxy-gen vaanies in the t�  phase transformation duringannealing. Beause of this redistribution of defets, theRaman-ative t phase exhibits symmetri and narrow-ing Raman lines.Considering the ions and vaanies as point de-fets that satter the long-wave optial phonons, weuse Eqs. (8) and (9) in our omparison.Finally, as an be seen from Table, the phonon�disorder interation is larger for lower frequeny lines.This interation dereases progressively with the fre-queny of the lines. We onlude that the distributionof the heavier defet ions, i.e., Y3+, a�ets the phononmodes stronger than the disorder of oxygen vaanies.I am grateful to V. Lughi and D. R. Clarke for pro-viding their data and a opy of Ref. [5℄ prior to publi-ation. The work was supported by the RFBR (grant� 04-02-17087). REFERENCES1. A. Göbel, T. Ruf, J. M. Zhang, R. Lauk, and M. Cor-dona, Phys. Rev. B 59, 2749 (1999).2. S. Nakashima, Y. Nakatake, H. Harima, M. Katsuno,and N. Ohtani, Appl. Phys. Lett. 77, 3612 (2000);S. Nakashima, H. Ohta, M. Hangyo, and B. Palosz,Phil. Mag. B 70, 971 (1994).3. S. Rohmfeld, M. Hundhausen, and L. Ley, Phys. Rev.B 58, 9858 (1998).4. L. A. Falkovsky, J. M. Bluet, and J. Camassel, Phys.Rev. B 55, R14697 (1997); 57, 11283 (1998).5. V. Lughi and D. R. Clarke, J. Amer. Ceram. So. 88,2552 (2005).6. P. W. Anderson and E. I. Blount, Phys. Rev. Lett. 14,217 (1965).7. J. Cai, C. Raptis, Y. S. Raptis, and E. Anastassakis,Phys. Rev. B 51, 201 (1995).181
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